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ABSTRACT : Seismic exploration in geologically complex areas and in rugged terrain has been a challenging task before
explorationists. The task becomes more challenging when there are limitations of hardware for data acquisition. Earlier seismic
investigations have not become successful in delineating the structural configurations in such a geologically complex area primarily
on account of poor imaging. However the present case study has been successful in imaging the anticlinal structures using DFS-V
instrument and 96 active channels with end on shooting. Repeat shooting in reverse direction was adopted around the unimaged
anticlines in order to have higher foldage and thus better imaging. Despite the adverse field conditions like steep hills and deep
gorges, dense jungles shot hole drilling problems due to near surface hard formations coupled with insurgency problems, emphasis
was laid on quality data acquisition. Optimum shot hole depth was decided using near surface velocity model prepared on the basis
of up-hole studies. Charge depth varied from 18- 28 m and a single hole pattern was used. Charge size optimization was carried out
on shot to shot basis and optimum charge size of 4 kg was used. Stacked sections of the dip lines clearly delineate the anticlinal
structures in the area. This methodology of shooting in the reverse direction used in the limited portion was with a prime objective
of improving the subsurface imaging on the expected anticlines and was quite successful. This was done on all the dip lines passing
through anticlines. Results indicate the success of the methodology adopted as the imaging of anticlines improved considerably.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic exploration in geologically complex areas is
prone to both physical as well as technical problems.
Overthrust areas are characterised by steep mountain slopes,
exposed older rocks at the surface, remoteness and rugged
terrain. In recent years, folded and thrusted areas are given
much importance from the hydrocarbon exploration point of
view as plane, simple and easily accessible areas are getting
diminished. Because of steep dips, complex pattern of folding
and faulting, which is coupled with lateral velocity variations,
seismic wave propagation in such areas becomes too complex
so also velocity and statics computation.

Good quality 2D seismic data was acquired in north-
eastern part of India. Geographically the study area is located
in southern Assam covering an area of 400 sq. km. (Fig. 1).
The working area falls around Silchar airport and is bounded
in the east by Assam- Manipur border.

Surface elevations along the lines varied from 20 to
130 m. Topography comprised of steep hills with dense mixed
jungles, tea gardens and paddy fields with many hillocks inside
them. Geologically, the area is characterised by many tectonic
features like a series of tight folded synclines and anticlines
and many faults with their axes in NNE-SSW direction. Tertiary
formations of Barail and Surma groups are exposed in some
parts of the study area. The strike lines pass through Goabari
syncline in the west, Pathimara anticline, Labak syncline and
Dalaichara anticline towards the east. There are major faults
like Nagadung fault, Haibung fault, Chiri fault and Harinagar

fault trending almost NNE-SSW from west to east respectively
in the study area (Dhar & Das, 1994; Singh, 1987). There are
two released well locations one on Pathimara anticline near
Pathimara village (PMA) and the other on Dalaichara anticline
near Tukbai (TKAA). One strike line and one dip line pass
through the TKAA location. Fig. 2 shows scheme of profiles
along with important structural features in the operational
area.

METHODOLOGY

Three strike lines in WNW-ESE and three dip lines in
NNE-SSW are shot using end on shooting method and DFS-
V instrument with 96 active channels. In order to achieve better
foldage in the flanks of the anticlines, reverse shooting
technique was adopted in all the three strike lines around the
axes of the anticlines. This technique was aimed at overcoming
the limitations of hardware like availability of limited channels.

Figure 1: Area index Map
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Contractual service was hired for survey work and
conventional survey equipments were used for the purpose.
Global positioning system (GPS) was used for fixing the control
points and checking the survey data.

Up-hole studies were carried out for near surface
lithology and velocity modeling. Optimum depths for shot
holes were decided on the basis of these models. Near surface
lithology models were prepared for all lines incorporating the
elevation data. One such model along a dip line (Line-2) is
shown in Fig-3. Noise analysis, fold tests, charge size
optimisation experiments were carried out as pre-survey studies
and a charge size of 3 to 4 kg was used throughout the area.
Depth of shot holes varied from 20 to 28 m. Mechanised jacro
rigs were used for drilling as hard formations with pebbles
and boulders were encountered at very shallow level. Shot
hole depths were controlled strictly and mud was tamped after
loading the charge for obtaining a better source of seismic
wave.

Geophone strings comprising of 20 elements of SM-
4 type were used. Since most of the areas were topographically

undulating, generally, geophones were bunched together.
Wherever plane ground was available, geophones were
planted in an array to suppress the expected ground roll.
Making pits ensured proper ground coupling of geophones.
Because the dips of the beds are high, close spacing of
geophone groups as well as shot points was maintained and
both the group interval and the shot interval were kept at 25
m. The acquisition parameters are listed in Table-1.

Regular seismic operations were carried out by
deploying DFS-V recording system having 96 active channels
using CDP technique. Machcha shooting system was used
for blasting. Communication in the field was maintained by
the Machcha and hand held battery powered portophones.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Previous seismic investigations in this area were not
able to delineate the structural features effectively. It might be
attributed to the fact that normal end on shooting with 96
channels was not able to achieve the required foldage in the
dipping flanks of the anticlines. Shooting through spread
method was also adopted around the anticlinal axes, but it
could not meet the objective. Repeat shooting in reverse
direction around the anticlinal axes has produced better
foldage. It has tremendously improved the imaging as
observed in the processed stacked section of Line-2. For the

Figure 2: Scheme of profiles with structural features. Red coloured
portions indicate repeat shooting in reverse direction.

Figure 3: Near surface model along Line-2

Table-1. Acquisition Parameters

Sl. Field Paramers Parametric value
No.

1 Type of Shooting End-on
2 Spread Length 2375 m
3 Foldage 4800 %
4 Group Interval 25 m
5 Shot Point Interval 25 m
6 Charge Size 3.0 - 4.0 Kg
7 Charge Depth 18m-28m
8 Geophone Array 20 elements, Bunched. (due to

variation in elevation)and linear array
wherever plane ground was available

9 Shot Pattern Single hole pattern
10 Near offset 200 m
11 Far offset 2575 m
12 No. Of Channels 96
13 Preamplification Gain 36 dB
14 Record Length 5 S
15 Sample Interval 2 ms
16 Anti-alias Filter/slope 128 Hz/ 72 dB per octave
17 Low-cut Filter/slope 8 Hz/ 36 dB per octave
18 Notch Filter out
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first time a full anticline is observed in the stacked section in
the area with rugged terrain and thus the area is seismically
imaged. In this time section, Pathimara anticline, Labak syncline
and the western flank of Dalaichara anticline are clearly visible.
It has been observed that the foldage has improved a lot (up
to 150 per cent) around the anticlinal axes where repeat
shooting, both forward and reverse has been adopted.

The pre-stack depth migrated section (Fig. 4) of this
line indicates clearly the above mentioned two anticlines and
the intermediate syncline. The adopted field parameters and
the novel shooting method with the limited hardware inputs
could successfully produce good quality seismic data on and
around the peaks of the anticlines. Both the stacked section
and the pre-stack time migrated section show clear seismic
horizons despite the complex structural framework of these
anticlines. The success of this method can be visualized by
comparing the PSTM section along the line without adopting
this technique (Fig-5(a)) with the PSTM section incorporating
repeat shooting technique (Fig. 5(b)) of the same line around
the Pathimara anticline.

CONCLUSION

Good quality seismic data could be acquired in such
hostile environment with rugged terrain and recording
conditions as prevalent in the study area and with limited
resources and thus the seismic investigation was a great
success. The achievement of better imaging as observed in
this work is another step forward in seismic exploration in
such hostile environment. Better imaging is the result of
adopting reverse shooting method around the axes of the
anticlines and optimising both field as well as recording
parameters. The main challenges during the survey were steep
dips of geological formations, complicated near surface velocity
model, rugged terrain and unconventional shooting method
and the deteriorating security conditions in the area.
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